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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
 

1.1 My full name is Dr Charles Ian Wright.  My experience and qualifications 

are set out in my evidence in chief dated 13 February 2015. 

 

1.2 I confirm that I have read the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses 

contained in the Environment Court Practice Note 2014 and that I agree to 

comply with it. I confirm that I have considered all the material facts that I 

am aware of that might alter or detract from the opinions that I express, 

and that this evidence is within my area of expertise, except where I state 

that I am relying on the evidence of another person.   

 

2. SCOPE 

 

2.1 My rebuttal evidence is provided in response to the statements and 

evidence in chief filed by the following parties on 20 February 2015: 

 

(a) Submission 723: the Oil Companies 

(i) Statement of evidence of David Le Marquand 

 

(b) Submission 915: Lyttelton Port Company 

(i) Statement of evidence of Neil Charters (Engeo (NZ) 

Limited (Engeo)), 

 

(c) Submission 603: Mason 

(i) Statement of evidence of David Mason 

(ii) Statement of evidence of Ian Bell  

 

(d) Submission 680: Larson 

(i) Statement of evidence of Richard Larson 

(ii) Statement of evidence of Ian Bell 

 

(e) Submission 679: Tripp  

(i) Statement of evidence of Ian Bell 
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(f) Submission 694: Gurnsey  

(i) Statement of evidence of Ian Bell 

(g) Submission 162: Kingham 

(i) Additional statement by the Kinghams  

 

(h) Submission 298: Stark  

(i) Statement of evidence of John Aramowicz (Eliot Sinclair) 

 

(i) Submission 789: K1 Commercial Limited  

(i) Statement of evidence of Neil Charters (Engeo) 

 

(j) Submission 801: Zimprich 

(i) Email from Christine Zimprich 

 

2.2 As a consequence of issues raised in other submissions and in order to be 

consistent in my approach, I wish to comment on several other 

submissions which have been brought to my attention after my evidence in 

chief was filed.  Because I recommend changes to the hazard lines in 

response to these submissions, I consider it important to raise this now, 

even though I did not address these submissions in my evidence in chief. 

The submissions are: 

 

(a) Submissions 383: the Pedersen Family Trust 

 

(b) Submission 384: the Wright Family Trust 

 

(c) Submission 847: the Port Hills Property Owners Group 

 

3. SUBMISSION 723: THE OIL COMPANIES  

 

3.1 In his statement of evidence on behalf of the Oil Companies, David le 

Marquand states at paragraph 4.8 of his evidence in relation to the 

question of whether the words "acceptable levels" should remain in 

Objective 5.1.1 that "it would be inappropriate to require reduction of risk in 

any circumstance, especially where risk assessment indicates that the risk 

may be acceptable".  Mr le Marquand also states at paragraph 4.8 that:  
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The new introduction to Chapter 5, as currently drafted in Janice 

Carter's evidence (and in planning witness caucusing), states that the 

AIFR residential metric, which has been used as a basis to map the 

slope stability hazard areas, is unlikely to be appropriate for a building 

or structure with no people occupying it (e.g. infrastructure). The 

objective therefore needs to reflect that there will be different levels of 

risk that are acceptable for different activities. The phrase “acceptable 

levels” would also ensure that where it was no longer necessary to 

reduce risk, because of adequate mitigation or lack of occupancy, an 

activity seeking consent could satisfy the objective.  

 
3.2 I understand that the intent of the discussion is to indicate that through site 

specific controls it can be demonstrated that the risk can be reduced by 

appropriate management techniques.   

 

3.3 Whilst I would agree that it would be inappropriate to require risk reduction 

in all circumstances, particularly if a risk assessment indicates that the risk 

may be acceptable,  I would like to emphasise that the risk mentioned 

would pertain to the nature of the activity taking place and would not rely 

on the GNS risk lines used to underpin the hazard mapping where it 

pertains to industrial activities.  

 

3.4 To clarify, and to use the example of the site of the terminals subject to cliff 

management areas at Brittan Terrace discussed on page 14 of the Oil 

Companies' submission (723), I agree that the AIFR calculated as a basis 

to map slope stability is an inappropriate risk calculation for an industrial 

activity in that location.  This is because the AIFR calculation is hinged on 

geotechnical information which underpins the nature of the hazard, but 

does not take into account other factors such as what a particular site is 

used for and how frequently it is occupied by people.  However, AIFR is an 

appropriate tool to use in hazard mapping.  

 

3.5 The site specific level of risk associated with the activities located within 

the hazard area is entirely dependent on the type of activity which is taking 

place.  In the example of the terminals at Brittan Terrace, while the risk to 

persons who may only be in that hazard defined area for a very limited 

time may be deemed acceptable, in my opinion the storage of millions of 
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litres of petro-chemical product within the same area may not necessarily 

be so.  I would expect that an expert in the risk associated with the storage 

of this material (which may be released catastrophically by being inundated 

by a landslide) would have to be consulted to see what the risk is not only 

to workers on site but also the wider community and environment.  The key 

concern to the Council could be the risk posed to the Lyttelton community 

to having petro-chemical storage facilities under a known hazard zone. 

 

3.6 The intent of the hazard lines provided is to draw attention to the fact that 

there is a potential geotechnical hazard located there, not to prescribe a 

pre-determined risk.  In my opinion, the risk (whatever it may be) should 

always be reduced, and how this is done is directly dependent on the type 

of activity which takes place.   

 

4. SUBMISSION 915: LYTTELTON PORT COMPANY  

 

4.1 Mr Neil Charters' statement of evidence on behalf of Lyttelton Port 

Company makes a number of comments on geotechnical aspects at the 

Port.   

 

4.2 I note that Mr Charters states in paragraph 10 that his evidence does not 

challenge the risk lines because they do serve a useful function as hazard 

alerts in the port setting.  I defer to my colleague Janice Carter on the 

regulatory framework comments as this is a planning matter.  The one 

minor exception which Mr Charters refers to pertains to a small area at 

Simeon Quay which has been zoned as CHMA2 which he discussed in 

paragraph 20.   

 

4.3 I do agree with Mr Charters' assessment as set out in his paragraph 20.  

My reasons for this are set out below.   

  

4.4 I visited the site on 19 February 2015 with Mr Neil McLennan (LPC 

Engineering Manager) and Mr Charters.  We inspected the small cliff 

highlighted in the GNS Model and which is reflected in our Cliff Collapse 

Hazard Management Area 2 plan.   
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4.5 I can confirm that this small area does not comply with the cliff collapse 

criteria, as it comprises, in the most part, loess soil which, although 

showing signs of recent slips, is not materially different from any of the 

other slopes in the vicinity (which do not fall in the Cliff Collapse Hazard 

Management Area 2).  I therefore believe the relief suggested in Mr 

Charters' evidence is appropriate and that an amendment should be made 

to the pRDP as provided in Figure 1 below. 

 

 

Figure 1: showing the part of the Cliff Collapse Hazard Management Area 2 which is being 

recommended to be deleted in its entirety (area within red). 

 

5. SUBMISSION 603: MASON, 18 HAYS RISE 

 

5.1 I respond below to certain comments Mr David Mason made in his 

statement of evidence and the late evidence provided by Mr Bell on 

25 February 2015.  
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5.2 In paragraph 2, Mr Mason states he does not think the house is affected by 

risk.  I disagree that there is no risk to the dwelling but accept it may be 

low.   

 

5.3 In paragraph 9, Mr Mason refers to a statement made by myself that his 

property was not dangerous enough for a rock protection structure (RPS).  

I believe this is a misinterpretation of what I was saying.  The intent of my 

conversation was to say that the dwelling was not at an imminent risk as 

determined by MBIE, but would need a site specific report to assess the 

risk.  I refer to an email I sent to Mr Mason on 17 February 2014 which is 

set out below: 

 

Hi David, 
  

Council offers funding support for those considering RPS.  This 
level of financial support offered by Council is up to 50% of the 
2007 property valuation.  However, before you consider going 
down this road there are a number of important factors to 
consider: 
  

1. Your property has to be red zoned and have 
had a valid insurance cover at the time of the 
quakes, if you have then you qualify. 

 

2. The construction of any RPS or even calculation 
of a property specific life risk by a third party 
geotech will not change your red zoning status. 

 

3. Council has a philosophy of accepting a risk of 
less than 10-4 (1 in 10,000) annual individual 
fatality risk, therefore we will assist in getting 
this risk reduced by engineering means.  If a 
third party geotech risk assessment calculates 
that for specific properties the risk is already 
less than 10-4 Council will not consider 
engineering works, hence we need a site spcific 
geotech report that 'pegs' the site specific risk.  
This can be confusing as CERA used a number 
of criteria in their zoning including GNS 
modelling.  At a site specific level we know this 
model may over or under estimate the risk (it is 
a broad paint brush view).  We may therefore 
have an example of where CERA have zoned 
the property red but on a site specific basis the 
risk may be less than 10-4. 

 

4. Council has no way of removing or modifying 
the red zone as this is a CERA (Crown) 
process. 
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5. It is very important to consider insurance as 
many insurance companies will not consider 
insurance in the red zone even if there is a rock 
protection structure in place. 

  

If you are considering not accepting the Crown offer and you 
are in the red zone for rockfall (not cliff collapse) then Council 
will assist you in reducing your risk through the RPS scheme.  
In reading this email our support staff will email you a series of 
brochures that should walk you through this process, including  
the relevant contact personnel. 
  

Best wishes 

Ian 

 
5.4 In paragraph 10, Mr Mason quotes me as saying that he would have to 

prove it was dangerous for an RPS.  The intent of my conversation was to 

ensure through a site specific study that the property was at high risk, if 

Council were to support an RPS. 

 

5.5 In paragraph 12, Mr Mason seeks a removal of the hazard lines from his 

property.  The only way Council will accept a hazard line adjustment 

through the construction of a rock protection structure is where the works 

entail removal of the source of the risk.  My understanding is that Mr 

Mason is considering a bund which relies on catching rocks.  Therefore, 

although the risk from rockfall should be decreased to an acceptable level 

by these works, the hazard still remains, therefore the zoning cannot be 

removed. 

 

5.6 I understand Mr Mason has obtained geotechnical advice and I have had a 

number of discussions with him on technical and policy issues around 

protecting his dwelling and his chalets.   

 

5.7 I understand the stress that the rockfall issues have placed on his life and 

will endeavour to work closely with him to find the best outcomes for him 

noting that he has applied for Council Rockfall Protection funding.   

 

5.8 Mr Bell in paragraph 32 of his evidence states that "The current zoning is 

not appropriate for that portion of the property on the end of the ridge and 

should be removed".  This is a vague statement based on the results of 

rockfall modelling he has undertaken (presented in his Appendix 1).  In the 
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absence of any detailed information on  how much or where this risk has 

been reduced, I do not believe the risk has been demonstrably proven to 

be less than calculated by GNS (while I agree that the dwelling at 18 Hays 

Rise may be at lesser risk than the chalets),.  I therefore recommend no 

change in the hazard lines.  I also note that Mr Bell provides a bund 

concept to reduce the risk from rockfall, which although I agree with from a 

technical perspective (subject to detailed design), I would again like to re-

iterate this does not provide a mechanism to move hazard lines. 

 

6. SUBMISSION 680:LARSON, 6 AVOCA VALLEY 

 

6.1 With regard to paragraph 9 of Mr Larson’s statement, I can confirm that 

Council is actively working towards RPS funding with the owners of 4, 4a, 

4b and 6 Avoca Valley.   

 

6.2 In relation to paragraphs 10, 13, and 14 of Mr Larson’s statement, I 

understand the Larson's intent to remove the source of the rockfall risk.  

 

6.3 As mentioned above, removal of the source in its entirety is the only way 

Council will revise the hazard lines.  I can also confirm that the company 

mentioned as the contractor, Geotech, has the suitable technology and 

experience in the Port Hills to do this.  I would however like to emphasise 

that the hazard removal is subject to an independent geotechnical 

confirmation and as it has not been completed before this hearing, any 

changes to the hazard lines will have to be incorporated in a future plan 

change.   

 

6.4 At paragraph 36, Mr Bell makes a statement that both the Geovert and 

Ramms modelling indicates that no run out is predicted onto this property 

and that one boulder reached within 30m of the dwelling but none were 

noted on the property.   

 

6.5 To clarify, there were a number of rocks mapped that although not located 

on the property, they were located on adjacent properties close to where 

the dwelling is situated, indicating that rocks do have the ability to reach 

the property.  Mr Bell also states that the GNS “Shadow angle” approach 

indicates a risk of 10-3 to 10-4 per annum in 2016, although this does not 
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account for vegetation or upslope protection/remediation.  I agree that the 

GNS model does not take into account either vegetation or potential 

upslope protection/remediation.  However, it is inappropriate for the hazard 

lines to take these factors into account.  Vegetation can be removed and 

upslope protection/remediation does not remove the hazard.  In the 

absence of any demonstrable calculation to substantiate the calibrated 

RAMMS model work which indicates an AIFR of 5 x 10-5, I have no choice 

but to reject this calculated figure. 

 

6.6 I therefore do not believe there is a sound justification for any hazard line 

adjustments based on Mr Bell’s statement.  

 

6.7 In paragraph 38, Mr Bell indicates that the designation of Mass Movement 

Hazard Management Area 3 is erroneous due to it being mistaken for 

buried infrastructure.  Without the provision of sound scientific evidence, I 

cannot verify or comment on this statement.  Further, I have reviewed and 

worked closely with GNS in their mass movement mapping work and I am 

comfortable with their findings.  I therefore disagree there is a proper basis 

for Mr Bell’s request to have this removed. 

 

7. SUBMISSION 679: TRIPP, 42 ZEPHYR TCE 

 

7.1 Mr Bell states at paragraph 34 of his evidence that in his opinion there 

should be no RHMA zoning from 10 metres from the south bank of the 

Gully running through the 42 Zephyr Terrace to the south side of the 

property.  I assume the gully which he refers to is the one that cuts across 

the property in a NW-SE orientation just above the dwelling.  

  

7.2 Whilst I agree the gully does have an effect of reducing the risk, I believe 

this is adequately captured in the Rockfall Hazard Management Zone 2 

mapping.  

 

7.3 Although Mr Bell provides information from both the Geovert 3D modelling 

and his RAMMS modelling, without the provision of any detailed site 

verification or calculation of an AIFR, I am not in a position to accept his 

recommendation.  I therefore believe the hazard zoning is appropriate.  
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8. SUBMISSION 694: GURNSEY, 58 ZEPHYR TCE 

 

8.1 Mr Bell states at paragraph 33 of his evidence that in his opinion there is 

no risk from rockfall at the dwelling at 58 Zephyr Terrace and the RHMA1 

zoning is inappropriate for the dwelling and immediately adjacent areas.   

 

8.2 I have concerns about this statement as both the Geovert 3D and RAMMS 

modelling indicate a rockfall runout running close to or reaching the 

dwelling. Taking into consideration the vagrancies of these models, I do 

not believe this is proof in itself that there is no risk to the dwelling.    

 

8.3 Although Mr Bell provides information from both the Geovert 3D modelling 

and his RAMMS modelling, without the provision of any detailed site 

verification or calculation of an AIFR I am in no position to accept his 

recommendation.  I therefore believe the hazard zoning is appropriate.  

 

9. SUBMISSION 162: KINGHAM, 101E BOWENVALE AVE 

 

9.1 I make the following comments in relation to the additional statement 

lodged by the Kinghams on 20 February 2014 titled "Additional 

Information".  My comments are in response to the third section of the 

statement titled "Other CCC Geotechnical Engineers assessments". 

  

9.2 I confirm that I have made a number of recommendations to move hazard 

lines.  This is based on either an independent consultant report providing a 

sound site-specific AIFR calculation following the GNS modelling 

methodology or an area which I have looked at and made a 

recommendation based on the available information which includes 

information from CERA and site specific geotechnical reports which do not 

provide an AIFR.  However, in the Kinghams’ case, after I have studied the 

available information and had extensive discussions with Mr Macfarlane, I 

believe the hazard lines to be appropriate.   

 

9.3 The western area of the property falls within Rockfall Hazard Management 

Area 2 which indicates a lower risk to Rockfall Hazard Management 

Area 1.  I acknowledge that there are significant site-specific influences on 

rockfall.  Whilst the Geovert 3D modelling indicates that the property is 
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subject to a limited amount of rockfall, we also understand that this model 

may (like all modelling) have some shortcomings, including the 

underestimation of rockfall runout distance.  Therefore, the findings of the 

Geovert 3D modelling cannot be used in isolation.  From my investigation 

into this site, I have concluded that it is indeed influenced by site-specific 

controls which include topography and a distal rock source.  As such, I am 

not confident that there are clear influences that decrease the risk from the 

GNS modelling.   

 

9.4 To conclude, in the absence of a site specific AIFR study, I believe there is 

insufficient evidence to justify moving the hazard lines in this instance. 

 

9.5 It is on this basis that I declined a site visit as I am familiar with the site and 

believe Mr Macfarlane’s judgement to be correct. 

 
10. SUBMISSION 298:STARK, 37 THE TERRACE 

 

10.1 I have read the additional information provided which includes the Eliot 

Sinclair Report and John Aramowicz's statement of evidence. 

 

10.2 I agree with the recommendation to remove Rockfall Hazard Management 

Area 2 from the property, which was already covered in evidence in chief 

at  paragraphs 7.12-7.14.   

 

10.3 I note that the Eliot Sinclair report refers to Rockfall Hazard Management 

Area 1 being associated with the property in Section 5 and 6.  I can confirm 

it does not.  Therefore there is no requirement to remove this line. 

 

11. SUBMISSION 789: KI COMMERCIAL LIMITED, 51 HEBERDEN AVE AND 2 

CANNON HILL CRESCENT 

 

11.1 I have read the evidence of Mr Charters (Engeo) on behalf of KI 

Commercial Limited and note that Mr Charters acknowledges my 

recommendation for 51 Heberden Avenue as presented in paragraphs 

6.24-6.27 of my evidence in chief. 
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11.2 In Section 5 of Engeo's risk assessment report for 2 Cannon Hill Crescent 

(Appendix B of Mr Chaters' statement of evidence) Engeo express their 

agreement of the zoning for this property by stating "It is therefore our 

opinion that placing the property within the Cliff Hazard Management 

Zone 2 in the proposed District Plan is appropriate".   

 

11.3 I also note that the Engeo report proposes a technical solution to remove 

the hazard (as opposed to mitigate it).  The proposed solution is to reduce 

the slope angle through a series of benched and battered slopes.  From a 

zoning perspective, as mentioned previously, the only way Council can 

commit to a zone change is where the hazard has been removed.  

Therefore, the onus would be upon the design engineer to ensure that, if 

this concept was to be pursued and implemented, there should be 

sufficient evidence presented in a detailed design report which shows that 

the hazard has been removed (and not just a solution that reduces the risk 

to an acceptable level for inhabitation).   

 

12. SUBMISSION 801: ZIMPRICH, 9 ENDEAVOUR PLACE 

 

12.1 I have read the information provided by Ms Christine Zimprich via email on 

24 February 2015.  Ms Zimprich seeks to have the Rockfall Hazard 

Management Zone 1 and 2 removed from her property boundary.  As part 

of that email, Ms Zimpich supplied a copy of the Geovert 3D modelling 

which CERA commissioned as well as a series of site photographs.  She 

also append a Golder report written at the time of subdivision, dated April 

2003. 

 

12.2 I note that the 2003 Golder report states in Section 5.3 that there is no 

evidence that rockfall is an active process, or that rockfall is likely to pose a 

threat to the subdivision in the future.  This statement (although at the time 

was a considered to be appropriate) is no longer accurate.  After the recent 

earthquake sequence, we now know that early geotechnical investigations 

woefully underestimated the risk from rockfall.  I therefore do not agree 

with this statement and consider it out of date and unreliable.   

 

12.3 The 3D Geovert modelling is also provided in the email.  Like all modelling, 

it has inherent shortcomings which should be understood.  Taken in 
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isolation it may over- or underestimate rockfall parameters.  It is therefore 

important that the modelling be used in conjunction with all other available 

information.  I note here that whilst CERA used the Geovert modelling in 

their red zone considerations, they zoned this and adjacent properties red 

indicating that they believed these properties were at considerable risk to 

rockfall hazards which is not apparent from the modelling.   

 

12.4 In preparing my evidence in chief, I read a Coffey Geotechnical report 

dated 3 October 2014, provided as part of submission 792.  This report 

clearly highlights a number of large source areas above Ms Zimprich's 

property.  Some areas had been partially deconstructed during the post-

earthquake emergency works as they were recognised to be a hazard.  

Regretfully, this work was not completed and there is still as significant 

hazard associated with the large ridge above the property.  Based on this 

report and that provided by the PHGG I thereby disagree with the 

comments made by Ms Zimprich in her email that there is no hazard from 

rockfall associated with the hill above the property.  

 

12.5 The email also refers to mitigation, with a suggestion that a row of gabion 

baskets along the western boundary would be effective at removing the 

risk to the property.  I note that on the one hand Ms Zimprich states there 

is no hazard but on the other she recognises that mitigation may be 

possible.  I agree that mitigation is technically feasible.  However, the 

construction of a rock protection structure, although reducing the risk of the 

rockfall hazard, does not take the hazard away therefore the hazard lines 

would have to remain in place.   

 

12.6 The email also refers to vegetation as mitigation.  While I acknowledge that 

vegetation may play a significant role in reducing the risk from rockfall, 

vegetation cannot be relied in setting hazard lines.  By way of example, I 

am aware of fires in the Port Hills which have devastated large areas of 

vegetation and are incidentally regarded as a trigger for rockfall.   

 

12.7 Taking into account all the information available to me and understanding 

the vagrancies associated with rockfall, I cannot agree to removing the 

hazard line associated with Rockfall Hazard Management Area 1 at 9 

Endeavour Place.  I have however marginally moved Rockfall Hazard 
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Management Area 1 slightly upslope and included Rockfall Hazard 

Management Area 2 as already presented in my evidence in chief for the 

Endeavour Place submission (Section 6.5 to 6.9) . 

 

12.8 From a technical perspective, I believe the property can be protected cost-

effectively from rockfall.    

 

13. OTHER SUMMISIONS NOT ADDRESSED IN MY EVIDENCE IN CHIEF 

 

13.1 I comment below on three submissions that were brought to my attention 

after my evidence in chief was filed.  As mentioned above, I have done so 

because I consider some changes can be made to the hazard lines in light 

of these submissions, applying the same methodology I have used for 

other submitters. 

 

SUBMISSIONS 383 AND 384: PEDERSEN FAMILY TRUST, 21 MORGANS 

VALLEY; WRIGHT FAMILY TRUST, 17 MORGANS VALLEY 

 

13.2 These submissions seek the removal of both Rockfall Hazard Management 

Area 1 and 2 from the properties.  

 

13.3 Whilst the Pedersen Family Trust (submitter 383) indicates that a site 

specific geotechnical report will be provided, at the time of writing, I have 

not seen this report.  I have however read a geotechnical report prepared 

for their neighbour at 19 Morgans Valley.   

 

13.4 This report was written by John Aramowicz of Eliot Sinclair, dated 29 

October 2014, and is annexed to this evidence as Appendix A.  It is my 

understanding that this report was commissioned for two purposes, the first 

to obtain a building consent and the second to inform a submission on the 

pDRP.  I am not aware of a submission that relies on this report but I have 

considered the technical findings of the report regardless. 

 

13.5 The report provided by Mr Aramowicz contains a site-specific geotechnical 

risk assessment for the property at 19 Morgans Valley.  I have discussed 

this area with Mr Aramowicz on a number of occasions and believe his 

assessments to be robust. 
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13.6 In his report, Mr Aramowicz sites various topographic influences that on a 

site-specific basis direct  boulders away from the property at  19 Morgans 

Valley.  I believe the property at 17 Morgans Valley falls within the same 

topographic area and to a limited extent the same can be said for 

21 Morgans Valley (Pederson Family Trust, submission 383).  The report 

identifies a dominant gully that helps shed rocks away from 17 and 19 

Morgans Valley.  However the gully does not do so for 21 Morgans Valley. 

 

13.7 I note that the Wright Family Trust (submission 384, 17 Morgans Valley) 

requests a removal of the hazard lines based on a bund that has been 

built.  As the bund does not remove the hazard, rather it reduces the 

consequences of it, this cannot be considered.  I have however, revisited 

the hazard lines based on the report for 19 Morgans Valley and make a 

recommendation on this basis. 

 

13.8 Based on the Eliot Sinclair report findings and my understanding of the 

area, I agree with the recommendation in the report that the hazard lines 

be removed from the properties at 19 and 21 Morgans Valley.  I 

recommend a realignment of the lines for 21 Morgans Valley but do not 

agree to a complete removal because this property falls within the 

influence of a gully.  The property at 21 Morgans Valley also had a boulder 

reach it during the earthquakes reinforcing that this property has a risk 

from rockfall.  I therefore recommend the Rockfall Hazard Management 

Area 1 and 2 be amended as presented below in Figure 2. 

 

13.9 I would however emphasise that while this study indicates that the site-

specific risk is less than the value presented by GNS for inclusion in the 

Rockfall Hazard Management zones, there is still a risk, albeit low, to the 

properties from rockfall.  As such, I would urge the owners of 19 and 21 

Morgans Valley to consider this.  
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Figure 2: showing the recommended revised lines for Rockfall Hazard Management area 1 

(Magenta) and 2 (yellow). 

 

SUBMISSION 847: THE PORT HILLS PROPERTY OWNERS GROUP  

 

13.10 This group submission raises a number of policy issues as well as site-

specific issues associated with the individual members of the group.  I 

discuss below the aspects of this submission which relate to site specific 

slope hazards at 75 and 77 Heberden Avenue and 56 Morgans Valley.  

 

75 and 77 Heberden Avenue 

 

13.11 These two properties have been subject to a number of site-specific 

geotechnical investigations including those associated with the resource 

and building consent for a designed rock protection structure.   

 

13.12 Both properties are located on the margin of the Cliff Collapse Hazard 

Management Area 2.  The slopes on these properties have also been 

significantly altered by engineering solutions and I therefore consider that 

they areas are inherently safer than the model suggests (for these areas 
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only).  I  recommend that the boundary of the Cliff Collapse Hazard 

Management Area 2 be moved as indicated in Figure 3 below. 

 

13.13 With regard to rockfall, both properties are considered to be at high risk 

from rockfall and as such the Rockfall Hazard Management Area 1 

mapping is deemed valid.  I would however like to explain this rationale in 

light of the considerable work being undertaken by the property owner and 

other persons in the source areas above the property.   

 

13.14 After the February 2011 earthquakes, a considerable effort was 

undertaken to provide emergency mitigation work for the rockfall sources.  

This was typically in the form of engineering structures being used such as 

restraining the boulder with cables.  Considerable numbers of boulders 

were also deconstructed.  However, after the June 2011 earthquakes this 

work was abandoned as the issue was deemed too large to viably mitigate.  

We believe therefore that although some of the source has been removed 

there is a considerable amount that has not been removed which poses an 

on-going risk. 

 

13.15 In order to reduce this risk, the owner has a Council approved RPS in the 

process of being constructed.  Although the RPS will reduce the risk to the 

house occupants to an acceptable level, it does not take away the hazard.  

As the hazard is therefore still deemed to exist, I see no justification in 

modifying Rockfall Hazard Management Area 1.  
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Figure 3 showing 77 and 75 Heberden Avenue.  Turquoise lines represent where the Cliff 

Hazard Management Area 2 should be trimmed to.  Note the entire properties are covered 

by the Rockfall Hazard Management Area 1 (lavender coloured horizontal hatchings). 

 

56 Morgans Valley 

 

13.16 The submission seeks the removal of Rockfall Hazard Management 2 from 

56 Morgans Valley citing reasons including it being on the model margin 

and the effect of topography.  

 

13.17 No technical basis for this request has been provided.  I am therefore 

reliant on existing information to make an assessment.  This information 

includes the background information underpinning the GNS modelling as 

well as the 3D Geovert modelling undertaken by CERA.  I have also 

considered the findings of the Eliot Sinclair report provided by 

submission 830 (L Borren & S Cotterill) for  52 Morgans Valley 

approximately 20m to the west of this property boundary. 
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13.18 Taking into account the findings from the Eliot Sinclair report and the 

Geovert modelling (and also understanding the limitations inherent in this 

modelling) I recommend that, in addition to the changes I recommended 

for 52 Morgans Valley at paragraphs x and y of my evidence in chief, I 

recommend a change which affects 54 and 56 Morgans Valley.  For 54 

Morgans Valley, the change is represented by a significant shrinking of 

both Rockfall Hazard Zones reflecting the extreme topographic effects and 

the local site observations related to the amount of source material 

indicated in the Eliot Sinclair report.  For 56 Morgans Valley, I have 

recommended a considerable reduction of the Rockfall Hazard 

Management Area 2. 

 

 

Figure 4 showing properties 52, 54, 56 and 58 Morgans Valley with the recommended 

revised lines for Rockfall Hazard Management Area 1 (turquoise line) and Rockfall Hazard 

Management Zone 2 (yellow line).    
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Dr Charles Ian Wright 

27 February 2015 
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